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physicists asks simple and 
profound questions

How did the Universe begin?
What is its fate?

What is it made of?
What are its basic laws?

Where do we come from?



Religions



Philosophy



Evolutionary biology





TMT
100’ tall and wide

LHC
27km all around



Andromeda
2.3 million light years

HSC team
Subaru 

telescope



cluster of galaxies 
2.1 billion light years

Abell 2218 



galaxy @ 13.3 billion light years



“Wall” @ 13.8 Blyrs

You can never “see” beyond this wall
with a telescope



PARTICLE



telescope

Big Bang predicts H:He ~ 3:1
agrees with observations
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Dark Matter



Earth revolves around the Sun at 30 km/s

solar 
system

v / 1p
r



28,000 lyrs

solar system revolves at 220 km/s
what is pulling us inside?

no stars

a hundred billion 
stars



cluster of galaxies

Abell 2218
2.1B lyrs





Cheshire cat



image invisible dark matter

20more than 80% of matter in the Universe is not atoms



two clusters collided at 4500km/sec

Good not to be here

4B lyrs away

bullet cluster



Dark Matter



DES mass map

LSST



~100 square degrees
will cover x10 by 2019Large-scale map of dark matter



Dark Matter 
is our Mom

without dark matter with dark matter

10–5



Reenacting the Big Bang with Cal Marching Band



WIMPs

• It is probably WIMP 
(Weakly Interacting 
Massive Particle)

• Stable heavy particle 
produced in early 
Universe, left-over from 
near-complete 
annihilation



MAGIC, CTA



Redo the Big Bang!

LHC
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Toshiba

Mitsubishi
Heavy

Industry

radiation 
therapy







ATLAS detector



Berlioz “Les Troyens” in Valencia



Can we make it?

E=mc2



4.8Gev EC

19.Gev HC

YX hist.of BA.+E.C.
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Producing Dark Matter 
in the laboratory



380k yrs

13.8B yrs

telescope

10 –10 sec

dark matter



Anti-matter



1933
first human-made anti-matter

e−
electron

e+
positron

γ
photon

Irène

Frédéric 
Joliot-
Curie



1955
anti-proton

matter and anti-
matter annihilate 
into pure energy

Berkeley

Emilio
Segrè

Owen
Chamberlain



Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory

anti-matter at use 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET)



E=mc2

300 million times more efficient 
than regular gasoline



• European Laboratory 
CERN

• A scientist produced 
a quarter gram of 
anti-matter without 
the knowledge of the 
Director General

• falls into wrong hands!

billion trillion 
trillion dollars







Early Universe

1,000,000,002 1,000,000,000

matter anti-matter



Current Universe

2

We won!  But why?

us

matter anti-matter



Beginning of Universe

1,000,000,001 1,000,000,001

matter anti-matter



fraction of second later

1,000,000,002 1,000,000,000

matter anti-matter

1

turned a billionth of anti-matter to matter



Universe Now

2

This must be how we survived the Big Bang!

us

matter anti-matter



ν → ν
_

How do we reshuffle 
matter & anti-matter?



How do we reshuffle 
matter & anti-matter?
• neutrinos have no electric charge

• anti-neutrino may turn into neutrino

• neutrinos are our father?

FukugitaYanagida

ν → ν
_



Neutrinos morph 
flavors

Nobel Prize in Physics 2015



Kajita (Super-K) can taste  
only strawberry, not chocolate
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Kajita (Super-K) can taste  
only strawberry, not chocolate



Kajita (Super-K) can taste  
only strawberry, not chocolate



Kajita (Super-K) can taste  
only strawberry, not chocolate



Kajita (Super-K) can taste  
only strawberry, not chocolate

He tastes only a half of the size!



Solar Neutrinos

Flavor Transformation



KamLAND
control room
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KamLAND ’08 
neutrinos do oscillate!

≈Proper time τ

L0=180 km
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Excitement
• CP violation in neutrino sector may be 

observable with conventional technique

2002
KamLAND

SNO
2012
Daya 
Bay

Hyper-Kamiokande
10x Super-K

1998
Super-K



T2K hints



380k yrs

13.8B yrs

telescope

10 –10 sec

dark matteranti-matter

10 -26 seconds

fate



Fate of the Universe



speed up!Cosmic Expansion

should slow 
down

time
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Gravity only pulls

Something is pushing the expansion
The biggest mystery in modern physics!

Big Rip?

2011 Nobel Prize in Physics



NHK Science Zero 2010.9.4



NHK Science Zero 2010.9.4













81
dark 

energy
73%

atoms
4%

dark 
matter
23%

7? 9?



未来の研究者

• 遠くの銀河はどんど
ん遠ざかって⾒見えな
くなっていく

• いずれは銀河系だけ
• 観測で宇宙論を研究
できるのはいまだけ！



Need funding ASAP!



Need a census
to understand 

our future



Far and WideWide-field imaging with Hyper Suprime-Cam 5

HSC-UD

HSC-D

HSC-Wide

Figure 1: Left panel: The HSC filter transmission, including the reflectivity of all mirrors, transmission of all optics,
and response of the CCD, assuming an airmass of 1.1. Both the wide-band and narrow-band filters are shown.
The lower panel shows the spectrum of sky emission lines, demonstrating that the red narrow-band filters lie in
relatively dark regions of the sky spectrum. Right panel: The limiting magnitudes (in r) and solid angles of the
HSC-Wide, Deep and UD layers, compared with other existing, on-going, and planned surveys. The three layers are
complementary to each other, and each of the three layers covers a significantly wider area than do other on-going
surveys of comparable depth. The narrow-band components of the Deep and UD layers are unique; no other survey
is planning a major survey to comparable depth.

The top-level science requirement is to derive stringent dark energy constraints from the combina-
tion of weak lensing, Type Ia supernovae, and Planck CMB anisotropy measurements to precisions of
σ(wpivot) ≃ 0.04 and the dark energy figure-of-merit FoM ≡ 1/[σ(wpivot)σ(wa)] ≃ 50.
To meet this scientific goal, the top-level survey requirements are:
• To carry out i-band imaging (20 min in total per field) in nights of good seeing conditions (FWHM <

∼ 0.7′′)
in order to carry out high-precision measurements of the shapes of faint, distant galaxies. This depth gives
us a weighted mean number density of galaxies for which shapes can be measured of n̄g ≃ 20 arcmin−2,
with ⟨z⟩ ≃ 1.
• To cover a solid angle of 1400 deg2 to have a sufficiently-high statistical precision for the WL observables.

With the HSC/Subaru data, we will recover the dark matter distribution with unprecedented statistical
precision up to higher redshifts than previously reached or can be reached with 4m-class telescopes. The
statistical accuracies of our WL measurement will depend on the number density of galaxies usable for
WL analysis and the total solid angle (which, given the redshift range of our sample, determines the total
comoving volume covered by the survey). The i-band is ideal for measuring faint galaxy shapes, given
the red colors of high-redshift galaxies, the high throughput and relatively low sky of the filter, and the
good seeing. Data from the Subaru Suprime-Cam show that the weighted number density of galaxies with
measurable shapes for a weak lensing analysis in 20 min i-band exposures in <

∼ 0.7′′ seeing is about 20
galaxies/arcmin2. With this exposure time, we go deep enough to probe WL to z > 1, allowing us in 200
nights to cover the cosmological volume necessary to attain our desired constraints on w and the DE FoM.
While the statistical accuracy is comparable with that expected for the DES survey (Oguri & Takada 2011;
also see § 5 for more details), we will have appreciably better image quality, and thus better control of
systematics.

The total exposure time is split into 6 exposures for each field, and includes a single 30-second exposure
to allow the photometry of each field to be photometrically tied to SDSS with bright stars (see § 4.1).

imaging

Wide

Far Better



DES, PAU, Euclid, LSST

LSST



physicists ask simple but 
profound questions

How did the Universe begin?
What is its fate?

What is it made of?
What are its basic laws?

Where do we come from?
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